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Umbrella terms (objectives)

Classification
Predicting two (binary) or more classes of samples
Binary: Is this picture of a food item (True / False)
Multiclass: Is this picture of {fruit, meat, fish, vegetable}

Regression
Predicting a continuous variable
Future stock prices

Clustering
Grouping similar objects
Group participants by research interest



Methods

Support Vector Machines (SVM)
Classification (SVC), Regression (SVR)

Random Forests (RF)
Classification, Regression

[Lasso]
[Regression]

Nearest Neighbors (NN)
Classification

k Means
Classification



SVMs
Objective is to separate data with maximal margins

https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/tutorials/ml/introduction_to_svm/introduction_to_svm.html



The Kernel trick – classifying 
nonlinear predictors

What if classes can’t be split by a linear 
predictor?
We can transform data to a new space 
where they are

https://sebastianraschka.com/faq/docs/select_svm_kernels.html



The Kernel trick

Vector Multiplication of features xi and xj



The Kernel trick

Transforming the data to a new space is expensive
But we can compute the result of the vector multiplication in a 
different space cheaply using kernels: 



SVM Kernels

http://beta.cambridgespark.com/courses/jpm/05-module.html



The IRIS dataset
Three species setosa (top), virginica
(middle), versicolor (bottom)

Objective is to classify the species based 
on four measurements

Petal length

Petal width

Sepal length

Sepal width



Decision 
trees

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html



Random Forests
Introduce randomness into an 
ensemble of decision trees

Each tree only gets to look at a 
small subset of the features 
for each split

Each tree gets to look only at a 
subset of samples

All trees get one vote on the 
outcome

http://www.globalsoftwaresupport.com/random-forest-classifier-bagging-machine-learning/



Nearest 
Neighbours

Classify new data based on 
proximity to known data

Often weights are introduced

Can be used for regression 
(although not common)

Often used for data 
preprocessing and 
dimensionality reduction

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-nearest_neighbors_algorithm



k Means clustering

Divide data into k clusters

k has to be set (can be 
estimated iteratively)

Example Google News

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering



Model Selection

Crucial pitfall: Model can just learn to predict the training data with 
100% accuracy, but would never generalize to any other data: 
overfitting

Solution: Cross validation. Leave some data out of the training 
model and test prediction on that data

Models have a large number of settings which can be controlled.

Solution: Grid Search. Create a grid of parameters, train and test 
(using CV) all of them and pick the best



Cross validation

k Fold CV: Split data into k groups of test and training data. 
Train and test model on each
-> 5 – 10 fold CV yields best results

Leave one out (LOO) or Leave P out (LPO): Create all 
possible groups leaving a single sample or P samples out, 
train and test model (the left out samples are the test data)
-> Often high variance



Grid Search

Random Forests have two key parameters to be considered:

ntree: Number of trees in the ensemble
mtry: Number of features considered at each split

Assume we have a dataset with 100 features

250 500 750 1000
25 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.65
50 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.75

75 0.7 0.7 0.73 0.78
100 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5



Full model

Model without 
gene x

Model without 
gene y

Model without 
gene z

Observe decrease in accuracy for each gene

Variable selection

Select features (genes) that 
have significant impact on the 
“decision making” of the 
algorithm.

Depends on the method. 
Integrated in the algorithm for 
e.g.: Random Forest, for others 
one can use train k models 
where k is the number of 
features (genes) leaving one 
feature out in each iteration.



Neural networks

No real (easy) way to 
extract variable 

information

Used to build models to 
classify (or regress)

Popular libraries, tools: 
Keras (high level), 

tensorflow, torch (lower)

Probably you want a 
GPU somewhere to do 

the math



The practical

Tumor educated platelets (TEP): 
Platelets change gene 
expression if they encounter 
tumors.

Objectives:
Predict pan-cancer from TEPs
Predict cancer type from TEPs
Highlight molecular biomarkers
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